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either never have taken place or would have been followed by
the maintenance of reactionary officers at the head of the
army, the legalizing of hitherto unauthorized religious orders,
and the muzzling of all the friends of Dreyfus. The same danger
appeared on the fall of the Dupuy Cabinet in June 1899 : had
the Socialists then made impossible the formation of a Left
Coalition Ministry, by refusing to accept as War Minister their
old enemy Gallifet, the forces of the Right could have formed
another coalition which might have made a successful appeal
to a still uncertain public opinion. Finally, had Waldeck-
Rousseau and his friends, because of the smallness of their
majority and the apparent precariousness of their tenure, been
timid and hesitant in their policy, refrained from arresting
the August conspirators, from making sweeping changes
in the General Staff and from boldly taking measures of
" Republican defence " in the following months, reaction might
well have remained strong enough to make a successful appeal
in the elections of 1902.
The situation was really saved by the slow building up,
between 1897 and £900, mainly outside Paris and its excited
atmosphere, of a solid block of largely non-vocal public opinion
which, without being enthusiastic partisans of Dreyfus, or
ardent lovers of Jews, had arrived at two deep-rooted con-
victions : first, that strict justice for the individual was the
essential condition of any social order; secondly, that clerical-
ism and militarism of a certain type had become real dangers
to a Republican system of which they had no intention of
being deprived because some people disliked Jews. This block
of " Republican defence " drew its strength from three main
classes: the teaching profession, the always anti-clerical petite
bourgeoisie (small shopkeepers and clerks) and the industrial
workers in the big towns.
The University had been foremost in the fray on behalf of
Dreyfus. The Left Wing tendencies of the Sorbonne have
been eclipsed at times, but always tend to reappear, and the
Michelet-Quinet tradition has even when dormant always
remained capable of sudden resurrection before the clerical
menace. The attempt made by the Church in the seventies to
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